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Tablets in use at the Abellio Bus workshop – the London bus operator has deployed
160 mobile devices across 6 workshops as part of a system to manage assets which
include 853 buses, 115 ancillary vehicles and 220 additional assets such as lifts and tools.

Nottingham City Transport (NCT) is improving safety and fleet
management with the introduction of a real time vehicle defect
reporting system. NCT’s drivers are being equipped with mobile data
terminals to record their first use vehicle checks updating the central
fleet maintenance system in real time. The system is the result of
integration between software companies Freeway and Tranzaura.
Last year NCT transformed their engineering operations with the
introduction of a new system. Workshop staff have been equipped
with rugged tablets as part of a paperless system that is used to
manage the maintenance and compliance of over 300 buses.
The integration of the Tranzaura vehicle inspection application
with Freeway gives NCT an industry-leading digital system.

“By linking Freeway and Tranzaura
we have a real-time insight into the
condition of the fleet allowing us to
immediately identify and deal with
critical defects. It closes the loop in
the flow of digital data giving us
an end-to-end paperless and live
system; this is exactly what we set
out to achieve back in 2019,“
Liam O’Brien, Chief Engineer,
Nottingham City Transport.

…continued Page 3
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Abellio Bus:
Workshop
Software
Case Study

To improve efficiency, Abellio started the

arising and ongoing, but they can pass work

process of moving to paperless working in

to each other without having to deal with

late 2018 with the introduction of mobile

physical documentation.”

devices and a total of 160 tablets are in use
across 6 London workshops. Technicians

Abellio has been accepted under the DVSA

use tablets to manage their jobs and pick up

Earned Recognition scheme and Freeway

jobs and are being deployed to replace paper

plays a central role in managing compliance

recording wherever possible.

under the scheme; the system’s Earned
Recognition Tracker ensures compliance

“Using the tablets in the workshop
Abellio Bus is part of the Abellio Group,
a major transport operator in the UK,
running bus services across London
on behalf of Transport for London (TfL).
The operator carries 150 million
passengers per year employing 2,500
staff across 6 depots in Central, South
and West London.
Abellio entered the competitive London
bus market in 2009 with the establishment
of Abellio London following the purchase
of buses from National Express. At the
time the engineering team was under
intense time pressure to implement fleet
maintenance software quickly.
“Having worked with Freeway previously
Abellio opted to partner with a supplier that
they knew and trusted with a system that
was already proven for managing the fleet
and compliance,” says Dan Crumpton,
Abellio’s Technical Systems Manager.
From the outset the system provided
a procurement, scheduling, workshop
management, cost control and accounts
integration solution. Today Freeway is used
across Abellio’s 6 workshops that employ
220 workshop operatives. It is used to
manage Abellio’s assets which include
853 buses, 115 ancillary vehicles and 220
additional assets such as lifts and tools.
Abellio typically raise 40 job cards a day
across the operation resulting in allocation
of labour for 370 individual jobs and the
issuing of 300 parts.
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criteria are properly managed.

ensures staff follow a strict data entry
process,” says Crumpton. “It takes longer

“Earned Recognition is a key focus for us

but everything is now complete and

and Freeway’s software is playing a vital

consistent and that saves a lot of time

role here. In meeting the DVSA’s key

later not only by eliminating keying in

performance indicators, everyone has

but also because everything is recorded

confidence that we are correctly inspecting

properly in the first place - so we always

and repairing. We also feel it gives us a

have all the information we need at the

competitive edge with TfL when tendering

click of a button.”

for new work,” Crumpton comments.

For management, Freeway automatically

Freeway is also used for managing parts

generated reports provide high visibility

and stores stock control. The software has

of the engineering operations keeping

been used to improve the management of

management informed and a handy

parts and materials ensuring accurate

smartphone app is used to view and

tracking and cost recording to enable

authorise purchase orders. Managing

benchmarking contracts and vehicle types

labour is also a key application area with

as well as building whole life cost models.

inspectors able to analyse the performance
of individual technicians, assessing data

In other developments, Abellio has installed

entry accuracy and frequency to track

large display monitors in the workshops to

productivity and performance issues.

eliminate paper 24hr sheets with a real-time
rolling display showing jobs and their live

“With Freeway we can see what people

status. Future plans also include integration

are doing and we can run audits very easily.

with Zenobe, the provider of charging and

We have much better visibility and improved

battery storage solutions for electric powered

accountability. As a result we are more

vehicles, and integration with Trapeze,

efficient, the levels of accuracy and

Abellio’s operations system.

compliance are improved; the result is a
better quality of fleet maintenance,”
Crumpton explains.
Freeway enables us to have meaningful
evidence-based conversations about
reducing impacts to our service performance.
Managers can manage their workshop
remotely which proved hugely important
during COVID lockdowns. And technicians
not only have greater visibility of problems

Dan Crumpton,
Abellio’s Technical Systems Manager

Working in the
Cloud
With a move onto the cloud, HCT Group
has transformed the performance of its
fleet management software after switching
to a Freeway hosted IT platform. With
increasing computerisation, the operator of
London and regional bus services realised that
they had outgrown their own IT infrastructure
and needed to look at ways to improve

“The switch to cloud hosted
service has really transformed the
performance of the software: it is
just a lot faster and reliable. And the
combination of the Amazon Web
Services platform and a centrally
managed Freeway software
service gives us assurance that we
now have a very secure and future
proofed solution.”
Donna Norman,
Director of Business Systems, HCT Group.

hosted on AWS’s cloud platform and takes
care of management of users that need to
connect to the cloud in order to run
the application.
The COVID-19 crisis has also spurred on
a general move to online cloud based
services and like many organisations being
able to access systems via the cloud has
been transformational for HCT allowing, for
example, home working and the adoption of
virtual working for everything from system
training to management meetings and
operational planning.

connectivity, access, security and speed.
Used to manage HCT’s vehicle maintenance,
Previously, the HCT group-wide fleet

compliance and procurement, the system

engineering software was being hosted on

has been widely deployed as part of a move

internal servers. A switch to cloud hosting

to paperless working in regional workshops

on Amazon Web Services (AWS) has proved

and stores. Freeway gives HCT group-wide

a great success in addressing the previous

visibility of the entire group’s assets and their

issues and is realising additional benefits

availability. With everyone using the same

across the distributed operations.

system and a common asset database, HCT
are benefiting from real-time management

Unlike many bus companies, HCT Group

reports with centralised purchasing and cost

operates across the UK with 6 companies

control across the group.

HCT Group’s Ash Grove Workshop

operating across 12 sites. With cloud hosting
providing group-wide access to the same

System and data security was also a major

Freeway software, there are obvious benefits

concern for HCT Group, and the hosting

for managing the system; negating the need

provided by Freeway on AWS brings a new

to arrange access to servers at each site with

level of protection that was not possible

simpler once-only global software upgrading

previously. Freeway also provisions and

for all users.

maintains the cloud infrastructure that is

Continued from front page …
can see that engineering is aware of
any defects. Engineering can then take
immediate action, for example contacting
the driver on their radio for more
information and deciding if the vehicle
needs to be taken off road straight away.
“With the integrated system we are for
the first time completely in the picture
from the moment a driver completes
their walk around check. We can
accurately assess the seriousness of
defects and take immediate action if
required; the chances of a vehicle leaving
the depot unsafe is greatly reduced,”
First use checks go digital at Nottingham City Transport

comments O’Brien.

The driver app runs on mobile data terminals

the driver through a pre-defined procedure

The seamless incorporation of the

- smartphones configured purely as devices

that ensures complete and consistent data

driver defect data also really helps with

to run the Tranzaura app - which provide

entry. Any defects can be accompanied

managing workshop activity as we can

contactless data reading. The driver uses

with photographs taken on the device.

immediately schedule in any rectifications
that previously were not in the system.

the device to touch an in-cab electronic tag
to identify the vehicle and they then present

The link between the driver app and Freeway

That means we are more efficient

their ID card to log on. The app then guides

workshop system is two way so the driver

and productive - as well as safer.”
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Earned
Recognition
Audits –
Get Prepared

what Earned Recognition means for them

demonstrate what you will put in place in

and why it’s important.

future to meet the KPIs – it’s all about working
proactively and continually improving.

Q: What processes should be implemented
early to help with Earned Recognition

Some software can generate your KPI data

compliance?

and automatically produce a report that can
be sent to the DVSA directly – which can

A: Systems and processes will already

ease and speed up the process significantly.

be in place covering areas such as vehicle
checks, reporting and maintenance history.

Q: Are there any general tips or advice you

So you may already be there to some extent,

would give?

but you will need software that supports the
KPI reporting required by the DVSA.

A: You should start producing the KPIs for
a 3-6 month period so you are totally familiar

Tech Inspector caught up with
Steve Perks, previously Group
Engineering Director for social
enterprise HCT Group one of the
first companies to achieve Earned
Recognition status. Steve is now
an independent Management
Consultant and Auditor and we
asked him how operators can
prepare for audits and ensure
Earned Recognition compliance.
Q: Tell us about more about Earned
Recognition and auditing?
A: The first thing to note is that the Earned
Recognition standard is available to everyone
through the DVSA website. Often there is
some fear or panic around the word ‘audit’,
but the Earned Recognition audit is simply
providing the evidence that you are doing
what you say you are – it is not trying to
uncover hidden secrets, misdemeanours etc.
You should start by thinking about the
evidence the DVSA need to demonstrate
compliance - this is what we do and this is
how we do it. Some of the software systems
currently in use will already cover more than
one part of the audit standard, so that can be
a good starting point.
The areas that the audit will cover are
available to you ahead of time so go through
it line by line as that will make everything
much smoother on the day and take pressure
off those gathering the evidence. Operations,
engineering, the workshop and those in
senior management will be involved in some
capacity; everyone needs to understand
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There are key benefits to having the right

the process. This also provides a chance to

software in place. Maintenance history,

test systems and prove their efficiency –

labour and admin tasks can all be recorded

knowing that it will all work for the Earned

easily. Electronic walk around checks quickly

Recognition audit.

capture any defects and alert workshops –
allowing for speedy rectification or scheduling,

Q: Are there any other standards that

reducing vehicle downtime. And if you

have similar compliance or preparation

capture inspections electronically, you’re

requirements to Earned Recognition?

not having to re-input defects or correct
information. Smart predictive maintenance

A: There are similarities with standards like

and AI software meanwhile allows vehicle

FORS, ISO etc. Demonstrating that you have

maintenance to be scheduled before parts

systems and processes in place to meet

become critically defective.

these standards, is beneficial to preparing
for Earned Recognition audits.

Q: What recommendations would you give
on the digital collection of records?

Q: Who should be at the audit and would they
be familiar with auditing for other standards?

A: Think about your software and if it is up
to the job – you don’t want to be doing lots

A: This will usually fall to senior management

of manual inputting so reducing paper is key.

- the nominated transport managers named

Having a dashboard view in your software

on the Operators License. They will be familiar

can be very helpful – giving you access

with auditing of their maintenance systems.

to 24/7 reporting and it may even provide
pointers as to what you need to do to ensure

There’s no requirement that organisations

compliance with the Earned Recognition KPIs.

have ISO approved systems, but they do need
to understand what is required for transport

Q: As someone with long experience of audits,

operations – there is information available to

what would you look out for?

help, for example the guide to maintaining
road worthiness, categorisation of defects

A: The Earned Recognition audit uses a

manual, annual test manuals – which are all

pre-produced audit plan that the auditor

available from the DVSA website.

should share with you so you can prepare
properly. It’s based on the DVSA standards,
so the detail shouldn’t come as a surprise
if you’ve done your preparation.
The KPIs are reported to the DVSA every
4 weeks with your results against these –
and include MOT pass rates, daily walk
around checks, vehicle inspections, drivers
reports, drivers hours etc. If you are not
meeting the KPI’s the key is to recognise why
and then conduct root cause analysis to learn
what needs to be done differently next time.
The DVSA will be supportive if you can

Read more on Earned Recognition
at https://bit.ly/DVSAER

Reading Between
the Lines
Mike Batt, Purchasing and Facilities
Manager, Reading Buses explains
how they made the transition to
Earned Recognition.

Back in 2017 we invited DVSA to our head

Safety inspections have always been

office in Reading to present the proposed

carried out correctly according to the correct

Earned Recognition scheme to us. We were

schedule with road worthiness sign-off.

joined by other operators and part of a User
Meeting for our mutual software supplier

So, while there is nothing new that we are doing,

Freeway. Reading then joined a small group

the process does focus the mind and structure

of operators to pilot the scheme and we

completion of the reporting which is useful in

became one of the first adopters when the

itself. What is good about doing this through

scheme was launched in Spring 2018.

Freeway is that some of the activities are now
more automated than they were in the past

Fortunately we had a head start as we were

– so in that sense it is now easier. And Freeway

pretty much fully digitised having rolled out

does help us to structure and audit the process

tablets in the workshop and were well on

making it easier for everyone to follow the

the way to integrating first use checks, with

correct procedures and practices.

drivers entering data into their Ticketer ticket
machines.

The Ticketer link means that driver defects are
no longer manually input and with tablets used

Mike Batt, Reading Buses

We therefore found implementing Earned

to record engineer inspections, safety inspection

Recognition was really easy with Freeway;

documentation is auto-generated at sign-off.

there was nothing new that we have had to do

Inspectors have access to history of the vehicle

that we didn’t do before. We have also always

for each question on the inspection – if a defect

maintained a high record of MOT initial pass

is found it is automatically created in the system

rates and driver defects have always been

and can be allocated to a job-card.

properly reported and appropriately actioned.

An Alternative
Approach:
Tower Transit

Fleet-in-the-Pocket

Gains Business
Analytics

Freeway’s award-winning ‘fleet-in-yourpocket’ app now provides KPI data giving
fleet managers instant access to useful

Fleet-in-your-pocket’

business analytics on a smartphone.

The switch from paper to digital is not always
that easy when the same paper-based systems
have been in place for decades. There is a way

Freeway won the Coach and Bus Innovation
Challenge with the app which provides a

The enhanced app uses moveable display

single smartphone interface for everything

tiles to show key information such as

from Earned Recognition status and staff

inspections done, defects found and

overview to defect recording, time-sheet

rectifications completed. The tiles bring to

entry, parts purchasing, authorising,

the fore key data, but also act as buttons that

receipting and issuing.

a user can touch to access further detailed
information and if required initiate an action.

to soften the impact of a sudden change.
For example, at Tower Transit defect cards are
still used. Through an easy data entry screen,
workshop administrators can enter essential
data quickly, with a single click (no defects)
and simple drop-down menus listing defects.

MD of Freeway said. “Winning this award

From a tile that shows critical defects a user

is testament to the team that’s behind the

can click to see the assets in question and

product – and the quality and the effort that’s

then click further to see the actual defects;

“We’ve always had a desire to make
things as easy as possible as we are
well aware of the resistance amongst
staff to new technology,”

gone into making it possible. Even before the

from here rectification work can be

Patrick Tandy, MD of Freeway.

Coronavirus crisis, managers wanted more

immediately assigned. Other tiles show

mobility so they could work anytime from

first-use checks with access to status

“That means working with paper in conjunction

anywhere. Initially the app was designed to

information such as awaiting inspection or

with the software to smooth the transition;

allow managers to sign off PO’s and manage

VOR. The app also displays tables and graphs,

at Tower Transit it is a step toward going fully

workshop activity but as people started using

such as a calendar of scheduled workshop

digital that will be a requirement for Earned

it we were inundated with requests for more

jobs and pie chart showing the current

Recognition next year.”

functionality.”

status of critical defects rectified.

Accepting the Gold award, Patrick Tandy,
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different disconnected systems is very

“At VAB Berlin we do not claim to be experts

cumbersome, so for VAB Berlin connectivity

in the background systems currently

is the key. Depot Manager links to existing

employed but we are experts in delivering

systems, combining them into one coherent

the solution cohesively and resolutely

user interface for whoever has authority to

allowing the engagement of these disparate

use the said data.

solutions through to one interface,” says
Bjørn Juul Busse, VAB Berlin’s Head of

Technology
Innovation:
VAB Berlin
Profile

As a single platform the VAB Berlin DMS

International Sales. “In the UK we are

can bring together as many individual

working very closely with Freeway as we

systems as required. This could include

see them as the leading authority and best

the drivers, communications, routing even

in class in managing compliance, safety and

down to vehicle preparation planning,

maintenance solutions for fleet operators.”

maintenance schedules, fuel levels, and
battery charge levels.
Information can be displayed instantly
on screen with the click of the keyboard.
Anyone who needs the latest data,
whether it is at a primary depot or at any

Switching
to Electric

one of multiple remote depots, can see
One result of the Coronavirus Pandemic is
the acceleration to digital working. However,
eliminating paper records creates its own
problems due to a huge increase in data.
With growth of connected devices operators
are being overwhelmed with data that by
itself is of little value. The challenge is how to
make use of what is a goldmine of information;
something that can help improve operational
and business performance in ways that were
simply not possible before.
This is where VAB Berlin come in bringing
their German engineered Depot Management
software solution to the UK bus market.
Their approach is one of understanding
‘what are the drivers for the bus operators,
vision and restrictions to success’ a ‘review
of current investments already made and
recommendations that will enhance the
delivery of key business factors’.
VAB Berlin consultative approach mean they
are in operation with the Bus Operator for the
long haul. They know for example that if the
same issue comes up each month this needs
to change, so even with human error this will
become an exceptional circumstance.
VAB Berlin is part of the German conglomerate
Hanning & Kahl and have 35 years’ experience
with hundreds of public transport solutions
delivered to more than 350 clients around
the globe.
VAB ‘Depot Manager’ is a tool for controlling,
monitoring, organising the operational and
planning function processes in a bus or tram
depot or multiple depots. Having to log onto
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the information they need. The result
provides much greater visibility; everyone
can see what is going on all the time.
For management, the system provides the
tools to streamline and optimise operations.
“Our depot management platform can be
seen as the centre of a spider’s web of data
sources,” says Robert Jones, Commercial
Agent for VAB Berlin in the UK. “We take in
data that already exists in many forms and
is lacking in overall coherence. For example,
operations may not have visibility of the
status of vehicles in the workshop activity,
therefore controllers cannot see if a bus is
ready for service or still VOR (Vehicle Off
Road). Depot Manager makes sure both
have the information they need, instantly
on screen. The key advantage is no more
frantic calls or unanswered emails.”
With Depot Manager, the driver does not
decide what to do when he gets there as all
this operational control can be pre-planned.
The controller can see the distance driven
during the round and where the bus might
go in the following operation, the status of
the fuel levels and whether it needs refuelling
or not.
A scheduler needs visibility of all sorts of
information, for example driver allocation,
cleaning status and workshop bookings.
If a driver arrives too late at the depot for
his round or a critical defect has not been
fixed, timetable schedules are quickly thrown
into disarray. Jones says, “That’s damaging
for customer service and could result in
significant fines and reputational damage.”

Bus operators in the German cities of
Hanover and Nuremberg, Üstra Hannoversche
Verkehrsbetriebe AG and VAG Nürnberg,
passenger transport operators that rely on
VAB Berlin’s systems. Both operators have
benefited from recent system development
that sees the integration of electric buses into
the VAB Berlin depot management system.
The software interface can show up to
20 different vehicle status classifications
together with the live charging data and
key infrastructure information at the depot.
For vehicle scheduling, the relevant parameters
of the e-vehicles are automatically considered,
in order to ensure smooth operation. When
planning e-buses schedules, the system
uses relevant parameters such as the current
state of charge or the requirements for the
preconditioning of buses, allowing accurate
planning for charge times.
A dashboard provides an immediate status
overview allowing all charging processes to
be visualised and evaluated, as well as allowing
the management of the infrastructure. VAB
Berlin provides this module as part of the VAB
Depot Manager ensuring the optimal use of
new vehicle types, as operators switch to
electric fleets.

The cloud-based purchasing and stock

“Freeway gives us enterprise-wide visibility with

management software is part of a

management reports that allow us to make well

comprehensive solution from Freeway

informed decisions. Initial evidence suggests

that Rotala is implementing group wide as a

we’ll be able to reduce parts costs by between

complete digital system replacing paper. The

5 and 10 percent, saving at least half a million

system provides a central asset management

pounds a year.”

system that incorporates paperless working
in the workshop using rugged tablet devices.
Jack Dunn, Finance Director, Rotala plc

Rotala
streamlines
purchasing

Rotala is expanding its business through
acquisition; most recently with the purchase
of First Manchester last year adding 200
buses to a fleet that is now in excess of
700 vehicles. Incorporating new operators
provides particular challenges and Rotala see
the standardisation of business processes
and IT as crucial.
“Standardisation is vital for us and this is

Rotala plc has successfully rolled out a

where Freeway plays a key role,” says Jack

group-wide purchasing and stock

Dunn, Finance Director, Rotala PLC.

management system connecting the group’s

“Our regional operations all had different

four regional bus and coach companies;

systems, processes and suppliers so we

Preston Bus, Hallmark Connections and two

have initially deployed Freeway in stores

Diamond Bus operations. With streamlined

and purchasing. By using the same software

processes, increased buying power and

it ensures everyone adheres to the same

easier cost control, the system is expected

procedures and quality standards.”

The system is also being implemented in the
workshop allowing the collection of data on
parts used and their performance. “With instant
access to maintenance histories we can assess
the performance of different vehicles and parts
and pinpoint where we need to review things,”
Dunn adds.   
Freeway has been integrated with Rotala’s
corporate IT system and with OCR invoice
scanning as part of a completely paperless
accounting system. From an initial defect
report entered into a tablet there is a seamless
paper-free process from parts request to order
and invoice payment. Rotala is also using the
system to assess time spent on jobs and idle
time to help monitor individual productivity,
improve work allocation and optimise the use
of resources.

to provide significant cost savings.      

Smoother Bus
Run Outs

Defects are generated by drivers as they get
ready to start their day’s work. However, the
system is often already cluttered with other
defects; defects that are classified as not
critical and therefore not of great interest
in the mad morning rush.
The trouble here is the engineer cannot
see the wood from the trees. With the new
screen they just see the key new defects
that are blocking buses from service there
and then. So, Freeway has created a simple,
easy screen to provide a filtered and focussed
view highlighting the defects that need to be

Reducing run out headaches

dealt with.

We know operations love to blame

There are also rapid action buttons to show

engineering for missing their departure

what needs to be done to bring a bus back

schedules and other hic-ups on their

into service. It might be simply a case of

otherwise perfect service delivery.

assessing the defect and marking it as not

The daily run out is the most stressful time

critical or marking it as ‘no fault found’.

for all concerned so Freeway has been

If action is needed the work can be allocated

busy looking at ways to minimise potential

straight away. The screen shows everyone

disruption through providing better, more

on the workshop floor, what is going on

current information to those in the ‘hot seat’.

and what needs to be done. The key here

Slicker Ticketer
Another development is Freeway’s
Ticketer API which has enhanced
integration between the two systems.
Data interchange is now quicker
and this is particularly helpful to those
managing run out. Engineers receive
driver first use inspection report
almost instantaneously so vehicles
with any critical defects can be
reassigned, minimising last minute
disruption to operations.

is improving communication between
Those geeky guys grappling with making

engineers who are under pressure to get

the software more useful have developed

things done as quickly as possible, without

something called ‘Rapid Defect Management’.

any other distractions.
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P&O Ferries
Rolls Out

International
News:
Tower Singapore
Doubles Network
Going digital
at SA Buses

Tablets being used for digital working at P&O
P&O European Ferries Irish Sea operation

Unitrans Passenger, part of the KAP Group,

has transformed the management of its

has turned to Freeway to modernise the fleet

vehicles and other assets with a fully digital

maintenance at two of the bus operations

asset management system. Drivers and

that it supports in South Africa - the Gauteng
region’s Gautrain Bus Service and Cape
Town’s MyCiti bus service.
The Gautrain Bus Service is a feeder bus
network for Gautrain, a commuter rail system
linking Johannesburg, Pretoria, Ekurhuleni
and OR Tambo International Airport. The
80 Kilometre of rail network is connected to
other forms of public transport with Gautrain
buses taking passengers to and from station
destinations within a 15 kilometre radius.
MyCiTi meanwhile is Cape Town’s bus rapid
transit (BRT) system first built for the 2010
FIFA World Cup to provide public transport to
and from stadiums. The BRT has since been
developed as an integrated network of public
transport services to create greater social and
spatial equality and more efficient cities.

Tower Transit expands in Singapore

Tower Transit Singapore (TTS) has been
awarded two 5-year contracts to operate
56 bus services in Singapore. One contract
is for continuation of services operated from
Bulim Bus Depot that TTS has run for the
past five years. The other contract, for
Sembawang-Yishun services, involves
27 bus services with a fleet of 409 buses.
TTS has been using the Freeway’s fleet
maintenance software since 2016. The
system is used extensively to manage fuel,
parts procurement, engineer inspections,
job-cards, time-sheets, bus captain first use
checks and driver route cards. The system is
also used to manage non-bus infrastructure
such as ticket machines operated by TTS on
behalf of the Land Transit Authority (LTA).
“We have a 8-year working partnership with
Tower Transit as a London bus operator and
on expanding internationally, Freeway was
seen as an important part of a formula that
has proven to be a success in Singapore.
We are delighted to be working with TTS
as they more than double their fleet to over
730 buses,” commented Patrick Tandy,

Gautrain Feeder Bus Network

MD of Freeway Fleet Systems.

workshop fitters have been equipped with
mobile devices that synchronise in real time
with a central Freeway asset management
system.
P&O European Ferries (Irish Sea) is part of
DP World and the system has been rolled
out across three port locations; Cairnyan,
Dublin and Larne. Providing a repository
for all P&O Ferries assets with software to
manage equipment inspections, workshop
scheduling, defects and parts ordering,
Freeway is part of a major investment in
technology to improve operational safety,
efficiency and service.
Freeway manages a diverse range of assets
including buses, RoRo tractors, baggage
trollies, garage equipment and an array of
ancillary equipment. The software schedules
regular maintenance work and defect
rectifications, improving the management
of safety and compliance. The tablets are
used for digital inspection sheets and job
cards. Fitters can also see instantly the
history of previous maintenance work and
use the device to issue parts from stores.
The system was implemented by Genie
Insights, Freeway’s appointed partner in
the island of Ireland.
Across the operation P&O undertake around

Freeway is recruiting
How about a career in the fast-moving
world of fleet maintenance software?
Freeway Fleet Systems is looking for people to
help with the implementation of its software at an
increasing number of UK bus and haulage companies.
Visit the Freeway website for more information.

110 asset inspections a day. With all these
reports together with job cards and
compliance reports, P&O were inundated
with paper. Handling all this paperwork
took a day a week but with Freeway the
task is completed in half the time and for
the workshop manager that represents
a 50 percent gain in productivity.
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